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The Ontario College of Trades, which 

has been both hailed and hated for 

years, will wind down next year.

So, too, will the provincial emissions 

test program, Drive Clean.

With these back-to-back announce-

ments, made over a few short days, 

automotive professionals in Ontario 

were reminded how easily governments 

can alter the operating conditions that 

govern an entire industry.

The question on everyone’s mind, of 

course, is how the changing political 

tide will affect business.

It’s hard to believe the demise of OCOT 

will come as anything but good news to 

the vast majority of technicians who saw 

their fees jump overnight from $20 a year 

to $120. The increase was meant to 

finance a vast army of bureaucrats to 

manage registrations, and enforcement 

officers to police work sites. There was 

also some talk of developing professional 

standards to improve competence.

If the college had been able to make 

good on its promises – including to rid 

the province of backyarders who dilute 

profitability in a super-competitive 

industry – it might have been heralded 

as a success. But over nearly 10 years, 

OCOT scored precious few victories and 

managed only to alienate its members 

with poor communication skills and a 

shocking level of disregard for the indus-

try’s true needs.

So no great loss there.

The demise of Drive Clean, on the 

other hand, is more troubling.

The program, which was established 

at the end of the last century to ensure 

that gross polluting vehicles were 

either pulled from the road or fixed, 

has seen a lot of changes in nearly two 

decades of operation.

The test used to require the use of a 

dynamometer to allow tailpipe 

emissions to be accurately read. 

Thousands of Ontario shops dropped 

$80,000 on new equipment. In 2014, 

many those dynamometers became 

boat anchors when the province 

switched to using the OBD-II port to 

analyze vehicle performance.

There were continual questions about 

the accuracy of the tests. And, to keep 

the fickle electorate happy, the fees were 

first reduced and then no longer 

collected at the shop. Instead, they were 

reimbursed out of government coffers.

So, Drive Clean had its share of chal-

lenges too.

But unlike OCOT, it scored some very 

important victories. One of them was 

to bring the owners of older vehicles 

into an automotive repair and service 

bay at least once every two years. 

Technicians were not supposed to go 

looking for ancillary work to sell, but 

in many cases even a cursory look 

revealed the most dangerous vehicle 

conditions and incidents of neglect.

More importantly, it painted our 

industry in a positive light. We were not 

only protectors of the environment, but 

we ensured public safety. We were the 

good guys.

If Drive Clean brought potential 

customers through the door and 

revealed the occasional work, well, we’re 

now going to have to find new ways to 

do those things.

Perhaps one lesson here is that shop 

owners should not rely too heavily on 

government programs to help build 

their businesses. Public initiatives are 

all too often fleeting and are subject to 

the whims not only of politicians but 

bureaucrats and voters too.

These are not people you want as 

silent partners in your business. 
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Big changes in Ontario
A new government announces the end of two 
controversial programs, leaving shop owners 
wondering what that could mean for business.

By Allan Janssen
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TPMS are another reason 
for mandatory inspections
In regard to the TPMS issue and   

provincial safety standards (“Tire 

dealers seek clarity on TPMS,” October 

2018), this argument has been going 

on for decades. The only right answer 

is that if the vehicle came from the 

factory with TPMS, it should work as 

intended at all times. Enough said.

It should be no different than 

daytime running lights. How many 

vehicles do we see on the roads without 

daytime running lights functioning?

In Ontario, the new inspection regu-

lations are a vast improvement over 

what we had. But they still fall short of 

what is needed.

It’s time to implement annual safety 

inspections when Ontario vehicle 

owners renew their stickers. We need 

people in this industry or those repre-

senting this industry to have the guts 

to push forward on these and many 

more topics.

Craig Spicer
Orleans Auto Tech
Orleans, Ont.

TPMS are a form of 
protection for today's 
expensive tires
Here’s a different twist. With the price 

of new tires today, why not promote the 

sensor as a protection for your invest-

ment. The sensor will warn the driver 

long before a tire is destroyed. Even 

though in Canada it’s not classed as a 

safety device, it’s still very important.

Bob Ward
The Auto Guys
St. Thomas, Ont.

Customers usually 
understand liability 
concerns
At this point, we simply tell the client 

that we can’t knowingly disable a safety 

system on a vehicle, for obvious liability 

reasons. Most people are pretty 

accepting of this. TPMS has been 

around long enough that a lot people 

know what it is. They’re prepared for 

it when I price winter packages.

Peter Foreman
Foreman’s Integra Tire Auto Centre
Langley, B.C.

N.S. inspection doesn’t 
require working TPMS
In Nova Scotia, our two-year motor 

vehicle inspections don’t require the 

TPMS light be out. The system doesn’t 

have to work. Same thing with air bag 

lights. We put stickers on cars if the air 

bag light is on, but that’s not required. 

Only the ABS light has to be out and 

the system working.

Brian Nicholson
Nova Scotia

Ontario views TPMS  
and ABS as options
Here in Ontario, it’s opposite. We can 

pass a safety with ABS light on, but air 

bags must now work. New rules last 

year. TPMS, like ABS is an “option,” not 

a mandatory system.

Dan Lazin
Advanced Auto, Cambridge, Ont.

No mention of TPMS in 
Quebec regs
TPMS is a requirement for vehicles sold 

in the U.S. but this is a rare case where 

Transport Canada has not followed suit. 

While federal authorities specify how 

vehicles sold in Canada should be built, 

it is up to the provincial authorities to 

specify maintenance criteria. So the 

answer lies with each provincial 

authority. I just checked the Quebec regu-

lation. There is no mention of TPMS.

Yves Boulanger
RTL Transit, Longueuil, Que.

Safety systems may  
not be so safe after all
It’s high time to stop the add-ons that 

are touted as “safety systems.” They 

make drivers complacent. There’s too 

much of it. It breaks or gets confused 

and is not reliable, and thus makes the 

vehicle more dangerous under many 

circumstances. Think about lane-

keeping systems that steer you right 

into a pothole which fractures a wheel 

completely. Gee, I wonder why the 

TPMS light came on!

Jay Douglas
Rice Lake Auto Repair
Campbellcroft, Ont.

www.autoserviceworld.com

LETTERS

Air filters don’t get more saturated 
than this one, discovered on a 
2003 Dodge 2500 with a 5.9 diesel 
by technician Mike Shauf of R.P. 
Automotive in Weyburn, Sask. The 
vehicle was in for a pre-winter 
inspection. Good thing too!
Have an interesting picture to share? 
Send a high-resolution image to 
allan@newcom.ca

All plugged up
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A spokesman for the National Automotive 

Trades Association (NATA) says the after-

market needs to come together if it hopes 

to preserve access to OE service infor-

mation, tools, and training.

Ronald Tremblay says any 

aftermarket group that wants to 

express opinions about the right-to-

repair issue will continue to be heard 

by NATA – the group that serves as an 

umbrella organization for auto repair 

associations in Canada.

NATA recently suffered the resigna-

tion of two key executives as well as 

some high-profile association defec-

tions, including the Automotive 

Aftermarket Retailers of Ontario (AARO) 

and the Automotive Recyclers of 

Canada.

Nevertheless, he said all industry 

associations, including AARO, are 

invited to be part of those strategic 

planning sessions.

“We’d like to have their input on 

where NATA goes next. We welcome 

it. We want to be inclusive,” he said. 

“We believe NATA can be a driving 

force, protecting the automotive after-

market’s interests in Canada.”

Tremblay urged AARO not to 

completely abandon a team approach 

to solving industry problems.

“There needs to be more commitment 

to come together and a more unified 

response to the challenges we all face,” 

he said. “This can’t be about what the 

different provinces want – what Ontario 

wants, or what B.C. wants, or what Nova 

Scotia wants. We’re all in this together. 

This is an international conversation 

and we need to bring ourselves together 

to effect change.”

He acknowledged that progress on 

ensuring ready access to OE tools, 

training, and service information has 

been slow and there have been some 

recent roadblocks.

“There’s an awkward transition 

happening, no doubt about it,” he said. 

“But it mostly has to do with new tech-

nology and a lack of collaboration 

between all the relevant parties.”

Until NATA redefines itself later this 

year, Tremblay said the association’s 

presidency will remain vacant.

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Get started now with a free demo! 

Call us  800-470-5936  |  Visit us: mitchell1.com
Or find your local Mitchell 1 sales rep: mitchellrep.com
repair information  |  shop management  |  shop marketing

ProDemand® wraps the leading OEM & real-world repair information in a 
user-friendly interface that works the way you do. You’re always a click away 
from the information you need for the most efficient diagnosis and repair.

Here are just a few ways ProDemand gives you advantages at every 
step of the repair process: 

• Start the Job Right - Plate-to-VIN, Latest TSBs

• Diagnose the Issue - SureTrack Real Fixes, Top Repairs

• Complete the Repair - 1Search™ Plus, Component Tests, ADAS

NATA plans strategic realignment, 
invites input from industry players

Ronald Tremblay
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Jerry Zister’s Autopro in Kitchener has 

been named the top Ontario shop in 

NAPA’s banner program.

Zister’s earned 199 points out of a 

possible 200 to win the Ontario Autopro 

of the Year award.

The announcement was made at the 

banner’s national convention held in 

Collingwood, Ont.

“This is a dream come true,” co-owner 

Janice Zister enthused before a crowd 

of fellow Autopro members. “I feel 

honoured, proud, and excited. All of 

our hard work has paid off !”

She said the shop, which has been 

an Autopro member for five years, has 

been working very hard on delivering 

a consistent level of service.

“It’s all about improving the customer 

experience. That’s all we’ve been 

working on for the last two years,” she 

said. “I can’t think of a better way to 

celebrate our 50 years in business than 

by being named the Ontario Autopro 

of the year.”

Jerry Zister, her husband and 

co-owner of the four-bay shop, echoed 

her comments.

“Our team has worked so hard and 

it is just an amazing thing to be part of 

the Autopro family and be at this level 

after five years,” he said. “This is abso-

lutely incredible. It’s such an honour.”

Martyn Johns, regional director for 

NAPA Autopro in the Ontario and 

Atlantic regions, was instrumental in 

starting and administering the award.

“Over the last three years, I’ve seen 

some exceptional commitment to 

achieving this award,” he told the 

crowd. “I believe there are over a dozen 

shops in this room that deserve this 

award. Unfortunately we can only give 

it to one.”

Runners up in the annual award race 

were M&R Autopro in Trenton, Ont., 

owned by Frank Meiboom; and 

Erskine’s Autopro in Orangeville, Ont., 

owned by Michael Hinbest.

www.autoserviceworld.com
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No need to wait for parts delivery when you have 
VDO REDI-Sensor. Our 5 sensors replace over 270  
OE sensors and need no programming, no cloning,  

and no dedicated programming tools.

REDI-Sensor is ready to go,  
right out of the box.

REDI when you are.

NAPA congratulates the winners of the Ontario Autopro of the Year. From left: Josh 
Braithwaite, regional director for western and Pacific regions; Stephen Tavares, business 
development specialist for Ontario; John O’Dowd, NAPA VP of marketing; Janice and 
Jerry Zister, owners of Zister’s Autopro in Kitchener, Ont.; Chris Kinghorn, regional vice 
president for Ontario; Riley Pratt, senior vice president NAPA Canada; Martyn Johns, 
regional director for Ontario and Atlantic regions, and Andre Latreille, national director 
for Autopro.

Kitchener shop 
named top 
Autopro in Ontario
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The light vehicle aftermarket reached 

a record high value of $21.6 billion in 

2017 – a 2.86 per cent increase over 

record-breaking 2015.

That’s a key takeaway from the latest 

Outlook Study, released by the 

Automotive Industries Association of 

Canada (AIA) last month. The study 

forecasts continued growth to $23.8 

billion by 2021.

The study found that almost 70 per 

cent of the 26.8 million vehicles regis-

tered in Canada – some 18.4 million of 

them – are at least six years old. Average 

vehicle age was pegged at 9.71 years.

“The aftermarket will see some of its 

best years in the near future as the 

market for out-of-warranty repair and 

maintenance continues to grow,” the 

report states.

www.autoserviceworld.com

It’s true you’d look
good in blue.

Join the 650 independent service centers,
all proud to wear the NAPA AUTOPRO colours

from coast to coast. 

For more information, visit napaautopro.com

NEWS

Study reveals 
record growth for 
aftermarket

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau was the special guest at a celebration of NTN’s 50 
years in Canada and 100th year as a global brand. In a speech to hundreds of 
guests, Trudeau acknowledged the contributions NTN Corporation has made to 
its community, and cited the company as an example of global success and in-
ternational investment in trade. Prior to the gala, he met privately with Japan’s 
consul-general in Toronto, Takako Ito, NTN Corporation president Hiroshi Ohkubo, 
and NTN Bearing Corporation of Canada CEO and president Paul Meo. “We’re so 
proud of this milestone,” said Meo. “NTN has achieved 50 years of steady growth 
in the Canadian market and 10 decades of global innovation. Our longevity is 
a credit to our employees, whose dedication and commitment are key to our 
competitiveness.”
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By the NUMBERS 
Stats that put the North American automotive aftermarket into perspective.

Percentage of survey respondents 
who identified high quality of work 
as the most important attribute they 
look for in a repair shop. Quality of 
work, technical skills, and overall 
trustworthiness all trumped price 
and convenience as criteria for 
finding a shop.

Frost & Sullivan, 2015 United States Vehicle 
Maintenance: Vehicle Owners’ Attitudes and 
Behaviors, March 2016

Following some high-profile autonomous 
vehicle crashes over the last two years, 
that's  the drop in the percentage of 
people who believe roadways would 
be safer if all vehicles were fully 
autonomous.
2018 Cox Automotive Evolution of Mobility Study

Total consumer 
debt in Canada, 
including 
mortgages, as 

of Q2 2018. That number is up from 
$1.769 trillion a year ago.
Equifax Canada Company 2018 National Consumer 
Credit Trends Report

Amount Canadians 
can expect to save 
in fuel costs per year     
by using Low Rolling Resistance        
Tires which improve fuel economy    
2 to 4 per cent.
Tire and Rubber Association of Canada

Number of vehicles on 
North American roads 
by 2023 expected to be 
equipped with Android 
Auto – the mobile 

app developed by Google to mirror 
features from an Android device to a 
car’s dash.
IHS Markit

Expected global growth in sales of 
automotive aftermarket parts over 
the next seven years, as the need for     

parts worldwide increases.
Wards Automotive

Average 
increase in 
customer spend 
attributable to 
positive online reviews.
Kukui

Percentage of 
survey respondents 

in 2018 who expressed an interest 
in purchasing an electric vehicle, up 
from 41.3% last year. Interest was 
highest among those under 35 and 
those who make more than $75,000 
a year.
DesRosiers Light Vehicle Study (LVS)

Fraction of new car sales in Norway 
that are electric vehicles. That figure 
stands at 10% in California and     
5% in China.
2 Degrees Institute

$9.5 BILLION
The parts component on automotive 
service and maintenance in Canada 
in 2017. The labour component was 
$9.1 billion
DesRosier Automotive Consultants, AIA 2018 
Outlook Study

62%

18%

6%

43.3% HALF

$1.864 
TRILLION

$50-$100

154 million

30%
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Every shop owner wants to know two 

things. How do you find good techni-

cians? And how do you get them to 

stay?

Like most managers, I’ve always 

found that good technicians are nearly 

impossible to find. Anyone who is 

exceptionally good, has exceptional 

opportunities. Chances are they’re very 

well looked after right where they are.

So rather than looking for someone 

else’s superstar, I’ve focused on building 

new ones in my own shop.

Building a star technician is no easy 

task. You need to have lots of patience 

and realize that your efforts are really 

a long-term investment with long-term 

pay-offs.

The key to success, in my view, is to 

hire for attitude and then teach for skill.

It all starts with the interview. Your 

screening process needs to be thorough. 

Too many of us look at a resume and 

decide in a moment if they’re in or out. 

When you’re hiring for an entry level 

position, work experience will almost 

always be lacking. Don’t let this stop you 

from meeting the candidate. Rather, 

give them the benefit of the doubt. Go 

ahead and schedule that interview. In 

fact, schedule several of them.

You’re looking for someone who takes 

themselves and their goals seriously, 

and has a positive attitude to back it up. 

There are plenty of ways to uncover 

these traits. My first question has always 

been, “Is this what you want do for the 

rest of your career?” I need to under-

stand why they’re pursuing this job, and 

how hungry they are for success.

If you get the sense that they truly 

love auto repair, you’ve found a perfect 

candidate to take a chance on – regard-

less of their experience or lack of it. 

This is someone worth investing in.

Then, on their first day of work, you 

fit them into your “Pay-It-Forward” 

strategy, where every person in the 

shop is responsible for training the next 

person in line. For example, the senior 

technician mentors the newly licenced 

tech, who mentors the apprentice, who 

mentors the tire tech who comes in 

after school.

This model allows all the employees 

to practice leadership skills, build rela-

tionships, and focus on how to do a job 

well. It encourages maturity and profes-

sionalism, as well as teamwork. The 

added bonus is that it creates an 

efficient, cost-effective way to replace 

any technician when the time comes, 

without having to scramble or panic. 

There is always someone next in line 

who has been trained to move up the 

ladder to the now-vacant spot.

When you hire a new entry-level 

employee, you’re just feeding the line. 

If everything goes well, even the 

greenest of the green apprentices will 

mature into competent shop leaders. 

Their success is your success.

If everyone in the aftermarket 

adopted this model, it would be our 

trade’s success too.

There’s so much more to technician 

retention than simply offering good 

wages and benefits. Today’s technician 

needs to feel that their work is 

important to the overall success of the 

business. They need to believe that 

what they do matters. Giving every 

technician the opportunity and respon-

sibility to mentor others ticks this box. 

Not only is it empowering and grati-

fying, it fills your shop with ambitious 

and motivated employees – the kind 

you can build success on. 

www.autoserviceworld.com

IT’S YOUR TURN

Got an opinion? We’ll happily give you a page to get it off your chest!  
Send your rant to allan@newcom.ca 

Investing in people
                Want competent techs who stick around? Hire for 
attitude, and teach for skill.    By Marc Sleaford

Marc Sleaford is store 
manager at Fountain 
Tire London Westmount 
in London, Ont. You can 
reach him at  

marc.sleaford@fountaintire.com.l f d
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We’re experiencing challenges in this 

industry like never before. They’re the 

kind of challenges that make many shop 

owners very nervous about their future.

Above everything, they wonder if 

they’ll actually have a business to sell 

down the road. Sadly, the company they 

poured a lot of sweat equity into could 

be a casualty of societal and techno-

logical changes. Even if it’s still standing 

when they’re ready to retire, it might 

prove to be nearly worthless to the next 

generation

That’s a very scary thought indeed.

A business is worth something only 

if it is bottom-line profitable, producing 

a good return-on-investment. It’s 

considered sustainable if it has business 

processes in place that can track its 

financial health and alert management 

about how and when to adjust its 

strategies.

The automotive repair and mainte-

nance business has changed drastically 

in recent years… yet you wouldn’t know 

it by the way the industry seems 

committed to maintaining the status 

quo. Changes in technology and society 

are simply not being acknowledged 

within the industry. At every level of 

the industry you can still hear people 

talking about “increasing car count,” 

“improving sales” and “staying busy.” 

These are not the measurements we 

should be using.

The commodity side of the industry 

is particularly vocal about increasing 

surface-level activity. It spends tons of 

money on marketing the notion that 

you’ll be able to “make more sales” with 

their products or “be price competitive” 

with their programs. They do not grasp 

the real need for shops to improve 

productivity and create lasting rela-

tionships with clients. They may give 

lip service to these objectives but they 

do not back up their words with 

substantive support.

Automotive part manufacturers, 

warehouse distributors, and jobbers 

need to sell a sufficient volume of their 

products in order to survive. This 

imperative informs everything they do. 

All of their marketing reveals their true 

intention, which is to sell parts.

The professional service shop, 

however, is in the knowledge business. 

The sale of commodities is not its 

primary objective. Rather, it must sell 

labour hours, billed at the proper rate, 

in an efficient environment.

Suppliers tend not 

to talk about the real 

shop issues, the strat-

egies that achieve the 

appropriate net income, allowing shops 

to grow and prosper. Instead, they offer 

evening presentations and weekend 

seminars that focus on how to sell more 

and be busier. These end up being “moti-

vational” talks that really do not teach 

business acumen or best practices.

There’s rarely any discussion of the 

numbers a shop should be achieving, or 

the targets that should be in place. There’s 

little explanation of what the metrics 

mean or how they should be measured.

This is an absolute tragedy within 

our industry.

The fact is shop business manage-

ment development is a two- to three-

year process, not a one- or two-day 

experience. There is no silver bullet 

that provides instant and sustainable 

solutions.

The majority of shop owners finished 

their formal education when they 

graduated high school. Many became 

licensed technicians, with Red Seal 

www.autoserviceworld.com

GREENWOOD’S GARAGE

professional development
Learning shop management skills is an ongoing process. It’s not 
about taking a weekend seminar or an online sales course.

By Bob Greenwood,  AMAM

Time forREAL

 CONTINUED � 
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certification. They love motors, and 

can fix all kinds of vehicles. They may 

even have shown great commitment 

to technical training.

But when they took over as managers, 

where were they taught how to read a 

balance sheet? Where did they learn 

the difference between markup and 

gross profit? Where did they study the 

principles of shop efficiency and its 

effect on the bottom line? Where were 

they taught how to manage gross 

profit? How to measure net profit? How 

to create a positive shop culture? The 

cost of extending credit to customers? 

How to analyze a shop’s progress on a 

daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and 

annual basis?

The average independent shop today 

is missing between $25,000 and $30,000 

in net income per bay per year from the 

current business coming through the 

doors. This can be directly attributed to 

a lack of management skill.

Shops don’t need more activity. They 

need effective management. If best 

practices were employed to measure 

and manage productivity, suppliers 

would be getting paid in full each month 

and at better margins. The shop owner 

and staff would receive healthy incomes, 

and there would still be enough cash 

left in the till to study, measure and move 

the business forward.

Suppliers tell me that shop owners 

are not interested in management 

training. But many of these suppliers 

offer sales pitches, product information, 

and motivational seminars, describing 

it as “business management.” These are 

not what the industry needs in chal-

lenging times. They may result in more 

activity and increased sales, but they 

will not improve net income.

Suppliers have failed their shop 

customers. What we see now is a lot of 

shop owners who are nervous about 

the very concept of management 

education. They may not say it out loud, 

but what they’re thinking is:

“I was never very good at math and 

English in school.”

“I’m a technician not a pencil pusher.”

“I would embarrass myself in a class 

full of managers.”

“Business management is nothing 

but numbers and paperwork. That’s 

why I have a bookkeeper!”

Too embarrassed to sign up for 

management classes, they tell their 

suppliers that they simply don’t have 

time for a class. Or the money. Or the 

interest. Or the need.

Here’s what I would say to all the 

shop owners out there who are clinging 

to these lame excuses.

Wake up! Do the math. You’re deep 

in debt and under tremendous stress. 

It’s affecting your relationships with 

family and friends.

Understanding business manage-

ment principles is easier than you 

think. The real question is do you want 

to learn? If you don’t want to learn, then 

no one can help you and you should 

just wind down your business, and get 

out while you can.

But if you do want to learn, make a 

plan right now to enroll in a proper 

business course. Look for one that is 

geared to independent automotive repair 

shops. A generic business course won’t 

cut it. The issues are just too different.

If you find the right one, I’m abso-

lutely confident you’ll enjoy it.

Time is of the essence. You cannot 

ignore this any longer. The independent 

shop sector of the automotive after-

market industry is at a critical stage. 

Without proper business principles, 

you just won’t produce the kind of net 

income needed to buy the right 

equipment, pay for the best training, 

upgrade your facilities, and attract a 

great staff.

Professional business development 

will not let you down. 

www.autoserviceworld.com

GREENWOOD’S GARAGE

Total CanadaFollow us on

KEEP YOUR ENGINE 
YOUNGER FOR LONGER

TOTAL Canada produces and  

commercialize high performance 

lubricants for the entire automotive 

sector. TOTAL offers innovative  

products that meet the requirements 

of the largest car manufacturers. 

For more information, consult our 

website at www.total-canada.ca. Bob Greenwood is 
an Accredited Master 
Automotive Manager 
(AMAM) who offers 
personal business 
coaching and ongoing 

management training for aftermarket 
shops, focusing on building net income. 
He can be reached at 1-800-267-5497 or 
greenwood@aaec.ca.
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Auto Service Kingston, a nine-bay shop 

in the west end of Kingston, Ont., may 

look like any other repair shop to some 

customers. 

But those who work in large corpo-

rations where “lean” management 

principles are used may notice some 

of the hallmarks that are common in 

their own workplaces.

Visual cues such as clear signage, 

posted work procedures, designated 

safety zones, and labeled storage areas 

are everywhere, stark evidence of Auto 

Service Kingston’s own lean transfor-

mation, which began in 2012.

“People from large organizations 

who’ve been exposed to lean are abso-

lutely floored that a little automotive 

shop has taken this on,” says owner 

Steve Bernard. “They go back and tell 

their co-workers, and then we have 

more customers.”

It’s fair to say that most visitors 

wouldn’t understand how all of those 

visual aids enable the processes and 

shop culture that come with lean 

management, streamlining the work 

and contributing to a phenomenal 

improvement to Bernard’s bottom line.

“Most independent shops run at a 50% 

billing rate,” says Bernard, “where they’re 

buying 8.8 hours from a mechanic, but 

only billing half of that. We were well 

below that when we started with lean, 

but now we’re around 90%.”

Customer satisfaction has been key. 

The business has tripled its revenues 

since Bernard acquired it six years ago. 

The growth was organic, all of it coming 

through word of mouth.

The lean approach, pioneered by 

Toyota over 60 years ago, is ideal for 

independent repair shops because of 

its emphasis on improving productivity 

using existing resources.

“When Toyota developed lean, the 

company was under severe financial 

constraint, so it was all about finding 

ways to do more with less, and to do it 

better, faster, and at lower cost,” says 

Larry Coté, president of Lean Advisors, 

who worked with Bernard to improve 

shop processes.

For Donny Seyfer, co-owner of Seyfer 

Automotive in Wheat Ridge, Col., lean 

is a no-brainer. “You don’t have to spend 

any money, and you can make more,” he 

says. “Where else can you get that?”

“Lean has helped us rethink things, 

and find better ways to use the resources 

that we have,” says Sean Payne, owner 

of Martin’s Bus Service in Napanee, Ont. 

“I think we all have excess capacity that’s 

just sitting there, and we need to learn 

to organize it a little differently.”

Through his recently acquired lean 

eye, Bernard now sees all kinds of 

opportunity for improvement when he 

visits other garages. “Immediately you 

start shifting equipment and stuff in 

your head,” he says. “Maybe it’s a way 

to get 33% more work with two days of 

rearranging. It’s wicked to have that 

ability to see these things.”

Better value for customers
The economic driver behind lean is the 

identification and removal of waste. 

That is, eliminating extraneous activity 

or expenditures that don’t add value for 

the customer. Replacing an alternator, 

for example, adds value. Spending 20 

minutes looking for a tool does not.

“Nobody wants to pay for waste,” says 

Bernard, “and nobody wants to pay you 

to walk around looking for your 10mm 

socket.”

Creating an orderly visual environment 

helps uncover such waste. Lean methods 

systematically dissect work processes, 

identifying defects such as unnecessary 
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Shop owners who apply ‘lean’ 
methods are finding that 
the key to productivity is 
eliminating waste.

By Jacob Stoller

The VSM team: Staff at Auto Service Kingston created “value stream maps” (seen in the 
background) to clarify work procedures.

A visual scheduling system ensures that 
every job is tracked and that details, such 
as required maintenance, are noted and 
communicated to the customer.

LEAN



steps taken by a technician, a storage area cluttered with dead 

inventory, or delays caused by inaccurate information.

A pivotal method for Bernard has been “value stream 

mapping” which creates visual representations of end-to-end 

work processes, such as a seasonal tire change. It allows 

employees to identify waste, and sets the stage for designing 

and implementing improvements.

The best results are often achieved when the mapping 

sessions are led by the employees who work with the processes 

every day. This requires managers to rethink their role.

“It wasn’t easy for me to step back and let somebody else lead 

like that,” Bernard admits, “but when you see somebody take it 

over and knock it out of the park like my guys have, it’s one of 

the most rewarding things. It’s all about pride of ownership.”

“We’ve tried to let the people drive the process,” says Payne, 

“because they’re the ones it’s going to affect the most, in 

terms of their day-to-day work.”

One of the lean tools evident at Auto Repair Kingston is a 

“water spider.” In lean terminology, that’s a support person 

who uses “kitting carts” to bring parts, tools, and fluids directly 

to the technicians so they don’t have to leave their work areas.

“The water spider just keeps everything coming to them so 

they can do what they’ve been trained to do, and not get 

distracted,” says Coté. “Distractions not only waste time, but 

introduce the possibility 

of errors and safety 

problems.”

One of lean’s biggest 

challenges is sustaining 

the gains. Managers 

need to recognize that 

the lean journey never 

really ends. “It’s always 

a work in progress,” says 

Payne, “so we have keep 

our foot on the gas, 

because if we let off, 

we’re just going to go 

back to our old ways of doing things.”

Getting started with lean
Lean calls for a fundamentally different way of working, and 

like any major change, it doesn’t occur overnight. “Don’t 

over-extend yourself,” says Seyfer. “You’ll get nothing done if 

you take on too much.”

With that in mind, here are five tips from the experts for 

launching your lean program:

Get trained. Lean principles are not overly technical, and 

excellent courses are available online, through community 

colleges, or in public seminars.

Start with small steps. Efforts to “reinvent the wheel” 

usually fail. It’s much more effective to start with a few quick 

wins, and build momentum from there.

Get employees on side. Lean calls for major change in 

the workplace. It cannot be achieved without employee buy-in. 

It’s up to management to prove that lean makes the work easier 

and less frustrating, as well as adds more value for customers.

Avoid the “too busy” trap. If you’re always too busy, 

chances are you’re wasting too much time on inefficient 

processes. Some quick wins will help break the vicious circle 

and create some time so you can implement even more 

improvements.

Get a coach. Working with an experienced lean coach or 

facilitator brings in an outsider perspective, and helps accel-

erate the adoption of the lean mindset.

Lean has transformed a number of industries, not least of 

them automobile manufacturing and health services. Its 

benefits have been clearly shown in improved efficiency, 

reduced injuries, and healthier profit margins.

If you commit to it, it could completely transform the way 

your shop operates too.  
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Lean is all about using visual aids 
to enable efficient processes and 
streamlined workflows.
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Old diagnostic techniques are 

becoming harder to use and 

are far less effective than they 

used to be. In a growing number of 

cases, using a scan tool can only take 

you so far.

These days, if you’re not using an oscil-

loscope on your toughest diagnostic 

challenges, you’re missing out on an 

i n c r e d i b l y 

powerful tool.

The days of 

s w a p p i n g 

ignition coils around to chase a misfire 

are over. During a misfire event, scan 

data is only the information the module 

has been sent (or that it thinks has been 

sent). Yes, trouble codes can point us 

in the direction of a concern… but we 

still need to get our hands dirty and 

test the vehicle to diagnose the under-

lying cause.

Only an oscilloscope can show what 

is happening in real time. Trigger and 

zoom functions can be used to catch 

glitches and dropout.

The quality of information is the key 

here. Scan tool data gives you processed 

data. Only scope testing a sensor gives 

you live data.

The oscilloscope is not a new tool 

by any means.

I can still remember my father 

using an old big-box analyzer 

from Sun to diagnose and verify 

the repair on a poor-running 

engine. I was just a kid then. 

Decades later, I’m using the very 

same process whenever I get a 

tough diagnostic challenge in 

the shop (what we tend to call 

a real “problem child”).

Unfortunately, many techs have 

gotten out of the habit of using 

scopes. New diagnostic resources 

like built-in troubleshooters, 

technical hot lines, and online 

services like Identifix, have made 

it easy to skip the step of actually 

testing the vehicle. All too often, 

the “confirmed fixes” found in an 

online database lead technicians 

in the wrong direction, and parts 

get replaced because that’s what 

a scan tool recommended.

These resources do not remove the 

need to perform some simple but 

important tests.

Let’s take a look at a recent problem 

child that came into our shop: a 2013 

GMC Acadia with an intermittent 

no-crank.

Of course, when we ran the vehicle 

it never missed a beat. It started every 

time. The customer wanted to know if 

he needed a new battery. It would have 

been an easy battery sale… but he didn’t 

need a new battery. Did he need a new 

starter motor? Maybe. We could have 

taken a guess at it, but that wouldn’t 

have been the right thing to do. We had 

a problem and we needed to catch it 

in the act. That was going to be the only 

effective way to diagnose the cause of 

the no-crank.

We performed a complete module 

scan and recorded several U codes 

within modules that were losing 

communication with each other. From 

there, we dug into a wiring diagram of 

the networking of the vehicle. We 

noticed from the diagram that the 

modules with U codes were all on the 

low-speed GMLan network.
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things out
The oscilloscope has 

never been more 
valuable in the shop. 

Technicians really 
need to master it if 
they want to work 

on modern vehicles.

By Jeffrey Colton
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Service information, description, and 

operation taught us that in order for 

this vehicle to crank when the key is 

inserted, a few things had to be in place. 

The theft deterrent module had to 

receive the theft codes, and then pass 

them on to the BCM using the 

low-speed GMLan network. The BCM 

had to decide if the vehicle passed the 

theft test. If it did, it would send the 

crank request to the PCM using the 

high-speed GMLan. So, ultimately, it is 

the PCM that controls the starter relay 

to crank the engine.

With the information we gathered 

from the code scan and the service 

information, we had an idea that 

something was affecting the low-speed 

GMLan network.

But what?

Using a break-out box and a Pico 

oscilloscope, we plugged into the DLC. 

Channel A was connected to the pin 6 

high-speed GMLan+. Channel B was 

connected to pin 14 high-speed 

GMLan-. And Channel C was connected 

to pin 1 low-speed GMLan.

We analyzed the waveform and 

found no indication of a problem. 

However the vehicle was not acting up 

at the time. The trickiest part of the 

diagnosis was getting the problem to 

occur when we wanted it to. After many 

attempts, we finally had the vehicle 

consistently acting up with our oscil-

loscope hooked up.

When the “no crank“ occurred, the 

high-speed GMLan+ and high-speed 

GMLan- both stayed active (1.5 to 2.5 

and 2.5 to 3.5 volts respectively). But the 

low-speed GMLan network crashed to 

0 volts. So, we were right. The problem 

was in the low-speed GMLan. But we 

still didn’t know what the cause was.

Looking back to the networking 

diagram, we located two circuit bridges. 

One located just above the DLC [JX205] 

and the other tucked away behind the 

interior panel of the left rear quarter 

panel.

We started our testing at the JX205 

because of its location. It was much easier 

to access. We disconnected the JX205 

from the circuit. With the bridge discon-

nected, the network was still dead.

So we were forced to locate the JX405 

in the rear which was not easy. With 

the network down, the automatic lift 

gate would not open. Getting back 

behind the interior panels meant 

working in pretty tight quarters. When 

we finally got to the JX405, we discon-

nected it from the circuit. And the 

network came live again. That’s when 

we knew the problem was associated 

with that section of the network.

From there, we built a spider – a 

connection that we could use to join each 

module to the circuit one at a time to 

isolate the cause of the network failure.

With the input lead of the spider 

connected to pin 1 of the JX405 and 

another connected to pin 3, the network 

crashed. Pin 3 was the pin that went to 

the side object-detection module.

Then we unhooked pin 3 and added 

the rest of the modules to the circuit 

to verity that Pin 3 was the only one 

causing the network crash. It was.

Finally, we went to the side object-de-

tection module and disconnected the 

connector to rule out a shorted wiring 

harness. With the module disconnected 

and the JX405 in place, the network 

stayed live. This module had an inter-

mittent internal short to ground of the 

low-speed GMLan network.

We replaced and programed the new 

module and the problem never returned.

Looking at the elements of the repair:

• A scan tool helped guide us in the 

right direction.

• Good service information made it 

possible for us to understand the 

system and how it worked.

• Our training on networking and 

problem-solving diagnostics gave us 

the testing techniques to track down 

the cause of the problem.

• And our oscilloscope gave us the real 

time live data we needed to confirm 

the cause.

I am confident in suggesting that 

without an oscilloscope, this problem 

would not have been accurately solved.

A lot of shops have an oscilloscope 

in the facility. The real problem is they 

don’t have techs who are adequately 

trained on how to use them. What good 

is the tool if no one knows how or when 

to use it?

Oscilloscope training is more 

important now than it has ever been. 

But be prepared to pay for it. The good 

classes are not cheap. And the cheap 

(or free) classes are not always good.

Effective training will transform a 

shop. It will make everyone more 

confident and effective. And it will turn 

mechanics into technicians. 
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Pry bar
OTC has announced its new 7177 Extendable Indexing Pry 

Bar for heavy-duty applications. Designed for prying large 

heavy objects, repositioning engines or equipment, and 

general movement of obstructions, it features an extendable 

reach and pivoting head. A knurled base handle creates a 

strong, secure grip for maximum leverage. Optimal loading 

of 1,500-2,200 lb is made possible by its heavy duty 13/16” 

steel bar and 1-3/8” tubular extension.

www.OTCTools.com

Coated pistons
A new generation of Mahle piston coatings 

is being developed to increase efficiency and 

minimize emissions. The coatings are 

intended to guide and reduce the heat 

entering the pistons, reducing the demand 

for cooling, and allowing a higher quantity 

of energy to be extracted by waste heat 

recovery systems. At the same time, the higher exhaust gas 

temperature permits faster heating of the exhaust gas after-

treatment system following the cold start.

www.mahle.com

Diagnostic platform
With the introduction of Apollo D8, 

Snap-on is making its Intelligent 

Diagnostics solutions more acces-

sible to technicians of all skill levels. 

Previously available only on the 

ZEUS platform, it guides users step-by-step directly to the 

fix, saving them time and making them more efficient and 

productive. It can scan for vehicle fault codes and diagnostic 

trouble codes, provide OEM technical service bulletins, and 

highlight vehicle data that is out of expected range.

www.diagnostics.snapon.com

Disc brake pads
Centric Parts has introduced a new 

line of premium performance disc 

brake pads. Called Posi Quiet PRO (PQ 

PRO) it addresses key service issues 

such as brake fade, weak braking 

response, excessive noise, and time-consuming break-in 

procedures. In addition to its Mu500 coating, PQ PRO pads 

are 100% positive-molded, 100% post-cured and 100% 

scorched for consistently superior long-term stopping power.

www.CentricParts.com

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Antifriction  
for gears
Liqui Moly has introduced 

an additive especially 

designed for gearbox oil, 

allowing it to resolve 

sticking manual gear 

shifters.  New MoS2 

Antifriction for Gears 

reduces wear and makes 

shifting easier. It includes a 

solid lubricant that balances 

out unevenness of the metal surfaces 

without using corrosive chemical 

components, which could attack the 

sensitive non-ferrous metals in the 

gearbox.

www.liqui-moly.com

Heavy-Duty Two-Post Lift
Rotary Lift has launched its highest 

capacity two-post lifts to date with the 

introduction of the SPO16 and SPO20 

lifts, both featuring Trio arms and 

Shockwave technology. With lifting 

capacities of 16,000 and 20,000 lb 

respectively, these heavy-duty lifts are 

ideal for servicing most work trucks as 

well as smaller vehicles like SUVs and 

cars. Both lifts have been third-party 

tested and Automotive Lift Institute 

certified.

www.rotarylift.com

Quick-Strut 
assemblies
Tenneco has again 

expanded its aftermarket 

ride control offering, 

making Monroe Quick-

Strut premium replace-

ment strut assemblies 

available for an additional 4.2 

million vehicles registered 

throughout North America. 

The Quick-Strut assemblies 

are designed to help service 

shops speed up strut replacement 

times and take advantage of more sales 

opportunities. The latest range 

expansion includes coverage for 22 

dom estic  and 41 import 

applications.

www.Monroe.com

Online catalogue
Mevotech has announced major 

enhancements to its online catalogue, 

giving aftermarket customers easy 

access to information and images for 

their suspension and chassis parts. The 

redesigned website features a fresh, 

new user-friendly layout and vastly 

improved search capabilities. It also 

boasts several functionality enhance-

ments to make the identification of 

parts and fitment more efficient.

www.PartsOnline.Mevotech.com
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Smoke machine adapters
Bosch has introduced five new bladder adapters for its HPT 

500 heavy-duty smoke machine. The adapters seal off vari-

ous-sized pipes and hoses when checking for leaks and 

range in size from 1.5 to 5.9 inches. Each bladder expands 

to completely seal hoses and pipes in exhaust, intake and 

turbocharging systems so they can be filled with smoke to 

check for leaks. The HPT 500 is capable of testing an 

entire system in 15 minutes.

www.BoschDiagnostics.com.
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here in Wikipedia.”

I got up and leaned against the sink. “Well, since you’re so 

interested in it, I’ll give you the assignment of researching 

what’s out there for possibilities. I’m not saying we’ll do it, 

but we should know our options.”

Everyone went back to work while I escaped to my office 

and dropped into my chair. I began thinking about the changes 

taking place in my chosen profession. Just the other day I was 

walking through the mall when I stopped beside a new Infiniti 

on display. The glossy posters announced the VC Turbo, the 

first production-ready variable compression motor. The 2.0L 

4-cylinder engine can change compression ratios on the go, 

from 8:1 to 14:1 in as little as 1.2 seconds. The horse power 

potential from this little four-banger was 268. Where is our 

industry headed? I wasn’t sure.

A few days later Beanie brought me his list of potential 

franchises and associations that were available to a shop like 

ours. The price tags weren’t small and my initial response 

was to put the matter aside. But later that morning Tooner 

wandered up for a chat.

“Got something for ya,” he muttered, handing me a crumpled 

piece of paper. “Don’t let it get out, but my third cousin Axle 

is selling a franchise, one he started himself. He calls it 

Breakdown Bashers, and for a mere 5,000 bucks you get his 

logo, permission to operate under the name forever, and free 

warranty repairs for your customer at any of his other 

franchisees.”

I took the paper and studied the logo. It looked like 

something a 5th grader had drawn. It featured a car with a 

face on it, cowering below a giant mechanic, grease up to his 

elbows, brandishing a large sledge hammer. Presumably he 

was about to fix it by shear force.

“Ain’t it great?” enthused Tooner. “His own daughter came 

up with the design! Real talented kid, eh?”

“Uh, how many other franchisees does Axle have?”

Tooner thought hard. “I think there’s three, if you count 

himself, his brother, and a cousin up north near the Yukon 

border. I’ll admit the warranty coverage is thin now, but it’s 

a-growin'!”

I thanked Tooner for his help and retreated to my office. 

There were some shop owners I’d met over the years in other 

parts of the country who were sporting nationally known 

brands. It was time to call them up and find out how they 

were liking it.

On the other hand, Slim Shambles Auto Repair has a certain 

ring to it. If Tooner’s cousin can do it, why can’t I? 

1-855-584-3463
WWW.WHEELNUTCADDY.COM
Sales@wheelnutcaddy.com

Save service bay time!
Store wheel nuts with  
the wheels.
Re-useable and safe  
for all wheels
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“OK, Sam, I got your latte macchiato, just like you ordered.” 

Our coffee breaks had stepped up a notch since Samantha 

joined our team. Thankfully, the regular stuff from Timmy’s 

was still available to the rest of us who were happy with 

simpler fare.

Sam held up one finger, and turned to show me the phone 

pressed up against her ear. When she finally ended the call, 

she sighed loudly and turned to me. “Slim, we’ve got to do 

something about our warranties. That’s the third call I’ve had 

about it this week.”

I set a box of doughnuts down on the counter. “Somebody 

had a breakdown after one of our repairs?”

“No, no. It’s all these new people moving to town lately. 

They’re checking us out and the first question they ask is 

whether we have a national warranty program.”

I sighed. Another sign of the times in our industry. All my 

business life I’d drilled into my staff the importance of quality 

workmanship in order to garner customer loyalty, but times 

were changing. Folks wanted to know that they were protected 

on a long cross-country drive. I couldn’t blame them.

When everyone else had arrived for their morning fix of 

caffeine and sugar, I broached the subject. Tooner was 

somewhat sympathetic. “I can see their point. You get a water 

pump replaced here in B.C. and then it malfunctions in Alberta 

when yer visiting the grandkids. That’s a 10-hour trip through 

the Rockies to get back here. Ain’t’ no way you’re gonna be 

towing the car back for repairs.”

“I agree,” piped up Beanie. “It’s time we joined an association 

or a franchise. They give you brand recognition, a warranty 

program, training opportunities, and the power of a buying 

group.”

I stared at my coffee and stirred silently while I considered 

that. “Yeah, but those buy-in fees are plenty steep, depending 

on who you go with. Plus, what’s wrong with our own brand-

name recognition?”

Sam smiled and patted my arm. “Slim Shambles Auto 

Repair? Really? No offense, Slim, but it screams ‘small town’ 

in a very big way.”

I looked down the end of the table, to the empty seat where 

Basil used to sit. He’d been retired for six months now, yet I 

still found it difficult to be without his sage advice. At that 

moment our new guy, Gnarly Jacobs, who’d been picking 

through the doughnut box for a second apple fritter, plunked 

himself down in Basil’s old chair. It was almost sacrilege.

“I’ll tell you, working at the dealer wasn’t always fun,” he 

said, “But, Dude, having that brand name out front was a big 

drawing card.”

“He’s right,” said Beanie. “It’s called top-of-mind awareness. 

When people want to buy something, they usually have about 

three brands in mind. That’s called their consideration set. 

A brand that enjoys top-of-mind awareness is the most likely 

purchase option. That’s why one of the most common 

marketing goals in any communications campaign is to get 

a particular brand included in peoples’ consideration sets.”

Sam stared at him. “Who are you and what have you done 

with my husband?”

Beanie blushed and held up his smart phone. “Uh, it’s all 
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What’s in  
a name?

For the first time in his career, 
Slim thinks it might be time to 

expand his business beyond the 
four walls of his shop.

By Rick Cogbill
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